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The National Glass Museum has commissioned Yvonne Strang to design the museum’s 2013 Exhibit 
of the Year - The Stars of Galileo. Her inspiration comes from Galileo’s drawings of celestial bodies. 
Having developed a telescope, Galileo was able to identify seas, craters and mountains on the moon. 
He also discovered countless stars such as the moons of Jupiter, which are named after him. Galileo 
said of the telescope; “not only can I see the moon I have also discovered many new stars. I can see 
ten times or more stars than with the naked eye”.

Galileo made drawings of his observations which he described in his Sidereus Nuncius, the first 
scientific book of astronomy, dated 12th March 1610. Galileo’s illustration in the book captures the 
stars in the belt of Jupiter (the three big stars at the top of the figure) and the Sword of Orion. Most 
of the smaller stars in the configuration were discernible for the first time since the creation of the 
universe. Galileo did not draw the large nebula as he could not properly distinguish it from the other 
stars. He mentioned this cloud only later when he had telescopes strong enough to detect the indi-
vidual stars within it.

About the Exhibit

The Stars of Galileo is handmade. The large nebula which Galileo had observed but did not include 
in his drawing is represented by the black hazy area in Yvonne Strang’s creation. This was randomly 
affixed by a scatter technique during the glassblowing process whilst the glass was still molten. 
The gold leaf pattern and aquamarines in the design were subsequently added by Yvonne Strang 
manually to symbolize the stars. Precisely the same techniques have been used in the limited edition 
which is available for you to buy.

How to order? 

The Stars of Galileo is a limited edition of 150 pieces each issued with a certificate of uthenticity and 
unique serial number. The piece has a diameter of 23 cm and a depth of 13 cm. 
The price is € 225 including VAT each; Postage is an additional € 6.75.
The artwork can be ordered at the National Glasmuseum, in the Glasblazerij or, print the formular 
from link `http://www.nationaalglasmuseum.nl/images/galileo.pdf` and send it to:
Nationaal Glasmuseum
Postbus 78
4140 AB Leerdam 

  
      
         


